Friday 24th April 2020

Message from the Headteacher

I hope you all managed to have a restful break and welcome to our very first remote
summer term!
We’ve all had to adapt to new ways of working, so I wanted to take the opportunity to
say what an amazing job you’re doing supporting your child’s wellbeing and learning
during this time. The teachers have been impressed with all the home learning going
on.
It’s definitely been a strange and challenging time, so it’s ok if you and your child feel
wobbly and worried at the moment. We’re here for you every step of the way as we
figure this all out together. Remember, if you have any concerns about helping your
child learn or you need any other support from the school, please let us know by
emailing the school office at office@wellington.hounslow.sch.uk and the team will get
the relevant member of staff to call you or email you.
We miss the children very much, but we must follow the government’s guidance to keep
everyone in our community safe. So, we will be carrying on with the remote learning
packages uploaded every Monday morning (often they are there by Friday afternoon if
you want to get ready for homeschooling early!)
But just because we’re not all in the same building, doesn’t mean we can’t have some
fun together! Your children will have lots of activities they can get stuck into over the
summer term – so keep a close eye on the school website or google classroom,
Tapestry or Doodle. Don’t forget Bug Club and please tell your children that the
teachers know who is not reading the books, and just trying to take the quizzes at the
end. Not even the teachers can read 9 books in 10 minutes! Well done to all those
children who have read so many books already each week.

We also love seeing the children’s fantastic learning at home – please keep sending
their work in by taking a picture and sending via email, or via Tapestry or Google
Classroom as we would like to showcase it in the weekly newsletter. The Easter
projects below look fabulous, I’m not sure how you managed that parents, you all
deserve merits too!
We can’t say yet when we’ll be able to open the school partially or fully, but rest assured
that we’ll continue doing our utmost to keep your child learning and our school
community connected.
Warm regards,
Mrs Norton

Well done to ASPEN class - our top Doodling class, with 87% of pupils in the green zone.

Early Years
Nursery
During the holiday we were very pleased to see that so many of you continued with your
learning at home - thank you parents. This week some of you were even uploading
activities to Tapestry by lunchtime on Monday!
Bug Club continues to be very popular and we are amazed to see and hear how some
of the children are using their phonic knowledge to blend for reading the words in Pink
level books.
The children are very proud of their creations for our ‘Space’ project, as you can see
here:

Remember that there is a lovely selection of stories and activities on this theme at:
bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/topics/space

Here are some of the fantastic photos that have been uploaded to Tapestry this week:
A rainbow for the NHS

Little Master Chef

Comparing socks

Stars of the Week
Morning Nursery
Diya - for making a great rocket for your space project.
Shameera - for completing activities on Bug Club.
Summaya - for printing and naming flat shapes.
Sophia - for creating an amazing rocket with your daddy.
Afternoon Nursery
Avyukt - for creating a great rocket for his space project
Dhanya - for completing books and quizzes on Bug Club and following these up with
other activities on the same theme.
Reve - for blending sounds to read some of the words in your pink level books.
Full time Nursery
Aashrith - for creating a great rocket for his Space project.
Heer - for completing so many home learning activities.
Saatvik - for doing a wide range of home learning activities.
Tanav - for continuing with your home learning activities in India!

Nursery Birthdays this week
Happy birthday Elizabeth and Sereena!
We hope you had a great time
with your family.

Reception
We have loved seeing what you have been up to over the Easter holidays and are
pleased to see you have been keeping busy. Lots of you have continued with some of
the Traditional Tales Home learning, which is great and some of you have even been
acting out some of the stories you have read.

You have also made some fantastic models and your Under the Sea projects are
fantastic. Well done to you all!
Please remember to check the Wellington School Website every Monday morning, so
that you can see the home learning set for the week. Also continue uploading it onto
Tapestry, as we love to see what you’ve been doing.
Finally, keep practising spelling words containing your phase 3 sounds.
Phonicsplay.co.uk and phonicsbloom.com have some lovely phase 3 games to help
you.

Merits this week
Birch Class
Jayveer for answering comprehension questions about the three little pigs on Tapestry
and making three super houses for the three little pigs too!
Abiram and Amelia have read the most books on Bug Club this week, and answered
lots of questions.
Shanaya has gone onto Doodle Maths every day, with lots of reading on Bug Club as
well!
Cherish and Colter have made some creative, colourful watches and uploaded photos
of them on Tapestry.
Samiha is also awarded a merit for the delicious playdough food she has made and
shown us on Tapestry.

Elm Class
Abyan for focusing on listening to the story about Tiddler and showing good
understanding by answering the set questions.
Devanshi for practicing and mastering how to make a paper boat. She had some useful
tips for those watching her Tapestry video about how practice makes perfect!
Manha for super maths work on one more and one less than a given number.
Devansh and Ayesha for going on Doodle maths and collecting lots of stars. Well done!
Anson for reading 20 books and completing all the attached quizzes. Well done Anson!
Keep up the good work.

Oak Class
Aaryana for an amazing under the sea project and working hard over the Easter
holidays.
Amelia for completing quizzes on Bug Club and reading with her older sister too.
Gautham for a fantastic effort to keep up his home learning over the holidays.
Krish for writing a great explanation for why the Tiddler in this week’s story was late.
Suzestin for completing work every day the week before the Easter holidays, he always
tries his best.
Adelina for completing lots of books on Bug Club this week, well done.

Yew Class
Yasmin for her beautiful house she created for the Three Little Pigs over the Easter
holidays. She’s decorated it very carefully and added some great windows.
Punnet for the sorry card he made from the Wolf. He has drawn a great scary wolf on
the front and carefully formed his letters when writing.
Thisari for her super writing about why Tiddler was always late. She has written
carefully on the lines, used finger spaces and drawn a fantastic fish.
Shukria and Dhyaanita for working hard on Bug Club answering all the questions on
each story that they’ve read. Keep up the good work!
Adam for going onto doodle maths and working hard to collect stars. Well done!

Doodler of the week
Birch class doodler of the week is Linda, who has earned 720 stars this week!
Yew class doodler of the week is Menaal, who has earned 858 stars. Well done!
Elm class doodler of the week is Ayesha, who managed to earn 456 stars. Super work!
Oak class doodler of the week is Kian, who has earned a fantastic 544 stars.

Reception Birthdays this week
Happy birthday to Sarah from Birch class who has a birthday this week!

Year 1

Your purple mash login is the
same login as doodle. Please
follow the instructions of how to
login to purple mash sent via
ParentMail. This is an extra
website for your child to use.

Year 1 Merits
Willow - Shameek, Yasha, Macbeth for gaining the most daily doodle stars. Riddhi and
Jayleen for reading the most books on bug club.
Beech - Gautham, fabio, Snyda, Swara and kafia for reading the most books on Bug
club.
Ebony - Vienn, Sergio, Neathra, Meghma, Jaymin, Freden and Dillon for their hard
work on doodle and Jaymin for his doodle and home learning work.
Maple - Kushika,Neev and Nyay for their fantastic effort in collecting the most doodle
stars. Atiksh, Munria, Srihan for their continuous reading on bug club.

Year 1 Arctic projects
Well done year 1 for working hard on your Artic projects.

By Atharva

Year 2

Well done to Aspen class who have been the leaders on
Doodle this week! Please try and complete more of the
doodle spell and english tasks.

Well done to Trisha for investigating water this week. You have been busy with lots of
science investigations! What new things have you discovered this week?

Nimansh created a lovely Easter
Poster well done.
Feel free to email the school office
any work. How did you celebrate
Easter? Why and how is Easter
celebrated around the world?

Aanya did some fractions at
home this week.
Which fraction is the biggest?
Would you rather have ½ or
a ⅓? Why?

WOW! Divansh and Shaurya have created excellent fact files all about Julia Donaldson.
Did you know that she used to live in France?
What facts did you find out? What is your favourite Julia Donaldson book?

Deen Created a fantastic 3D project all about the Seaside! He also created a beautiful
acrostic poem also all about the seaside that included lots of adjectives and pictures!
Can you create an acrostic poem about a topic you’re learning?

Have you been to the seaside before?
What would you find at a seaside?

You have all been working so hard and we really love seeing your
work! Thank you Shaurya for sharing this photo of your excellent
pencil pot! Can you identify who this character is? Can you describe
this character?

Year 2 Merits
Pine - Ola and Ashish for completing lots of doodle maths and gaining over 200 doodle
stars a week! Kieron for excellent predicting when reading. Danyial and Gahan for
reading all of their bug club books.
Aspen - Arthav, Eliana, Aarav,Hannan, Taran for their excellent effort on my maths,
scoring 100% on the tasks that have been set for them.
Chestnut - Deen - Completing an excellent acrostic poem about the seaside using lots
of images, rhyming words and adjectives! Fantastic work!
Gina - Making a huge improvement on Time Table Rockstars
Viera and Alina - Earning 40 or more Gold Stars on Doodle Maths
Mishika - Earning 50 Gold Stars on Doodle English! Excellent work!
Mavreet - Completing more than 5 books on BugClub.
Sycamore - Hodan and Jewel for completing the most tasks on MyMaths this week!
Well done!
Cizela, Pavandeep and Ramanjot for completing their 'Extras' on DoodleMaths the
quickest! 
Nikola for creating an excellent sparkly rainbow to remind pedestrians to stay safe!

Birthdays this week in Key Stage One are:

Jaymin, Maelie
We hope you have a wonderful birthday!

This week’s KS1 reading challenge:

Key Stage 2
Year 3
It has been absolutely fabulous to see the children in Year 3 have been working tremendously
hard over Easter to complete their projects on The Romans! The quality of the work produced
has been to a very high standard. Thank you to parents and carers for supporting their children
in making this possible. It wasn't easy for Mr Short and Mrs Salim to make selections on who to
award merits to, as all projects were fantastic.

In Sapphire this week the merits go to:
● Meera for doing so well with her times tables work. She has mastered all up to the
twelve times table.
● Gravier for his amazing effort on Doodle Maths and Google English.
● Darshini for some very good answers on the reading comprehension on the first part of
The Iron Man.
● Diana who, along with her research, sent a picture of her dressed up as a Roman.
● Shrihan for inventing a board game to help you learn about Romans.
● Aarush for an amazing photo of detailed handwritten research.
In Topaz merits this week go to:

❖ Stella - for her lovely Roman mosaic, using pistachio shells, what an excellent
innovation idea!
❖ Amanveer - for his eye-catching Roman shield.
❖ Sara – unique idea, first of its kind Mrs Salim has had which was a newspaper
article related to the Romans.
❖ Adithri – handwritten poster, drew images and wrote and presented her work on
the Romans beautifully.
❖ Tanisha - for her amazing Roman shield with a detailed description.
❖ Teja  - for her outstanding work on Roman Myths.

English Doodler this week is:

Top Doodlers in Sapphire

Gravier for obtaining a huge 357 stars this week!
Maths Doodler this week is:
Gravier again for gaining an enormous 852 stars this week!
English Doodler this week is:

Top Doodlers in Topaz

Braylen for obtaining a huge 208 stars this week!
Maths Doodler this week is:
Kris for gaining an enormous 338 stars this week!
Spelling Doodler this week is:
Adithri for gaining an fabulous 524 stars this week!

Year 3 have made a wonderful start to their learning by completing a defining frame for our new
book in English, The Iron Man by Ted Huges. This was followed by answering some
comprehension questions related to our content domains for Chapter 1. Next week children will
be writing a cold task for a newspaper report, about a dragon that has been spotted by a
caretaker in a school in Wales! This is because this term we will be learning how to write
newspaper reports.
In Maths, we revised our work on statistics, and there was superb understanding and learning of
Equivalent Fractions. A fraction wall is a useful tool to use, which can be found on the internet
too.
Our new topic in Science is Forces and Magnets, pupils completed a thinking to share prior
knowledge, and it was great to see that many children already have a good understanding of
this topic.
Great defining frame completed by Ved!

Another great frame, this time completed by Yusuf!

Year 4
Welcome back to all our families and children after the Easter Break, we hope you all
had a relaxing and wonderful time together. We are now back to school with the
Summer Term teaming up with the wonderful weather we are having. We are so
impressed with how much effort children have been putting into continuing with their
learning, using Doodle, Bug Club, mymaths, White Rose and Google Classrooms.
We have so much to celebrate this week with Top Doodlers in Amber were;
For Doodle Maths: Shorya 742 Stars!
For Doodle Tables: Shorya 463 Stars!

For Doodle English: Arhat 490 stars!
For Doodle Spell: Hamza 958 stars!

Top Doodlers in Obsidian were;
For Doodle Maths: Cristiano 203 Stars!
For Doodle Tables: Ryan 139 stars!
For Doodle English: Daniel 255 stars!
For Doodle Spell: Arjan 583 stars!
Merits
Obsidian Class Yusuf - Reading 7 books on Bug club and acheivng 77% accuracy on answering the questions
Daniel for making a video to show how he went about completing his Egyptian Pyramid
Challenge!!
Arjan - Being the top Spelling Doodler

Amber Class Kian and Samayan for demonstrating a thorough understanding of counting in and working with
hundredths and also counting in and working with hundredths using Doodle Maths
Linkuka for developing his understanding of fronted adverbials using Doodle English.
David for showing his fantastic understanding of decimals and using place value to show tenths
and hundredths.

Over the Easter holidays, Year 4 were busy with their Ancient Egyptians project, we are very
impressed with the work that has been turned in on Google Classroom so far.

Pyramids by Akshita in Amber Class.

Fantastic work from Rudrakshar

Well planned and
carefully made!
Excellent work
Dominkyas.

Very informative facts from Rhianna in Amber Class

Daniel in Obsidian Class made a video, showing how he made his pyramid! LIGHTS!
CAMERA! ACTION!
This week the children have been working on developing their understanding of reading and
understanding decimals using place value and using mathematical vocabulary associated such
as tenths, hundredths and decimal place. They have also used their knowledge of fractions
making connections to how fractions can be represented as decimals. In English children have

begun to read the first three chapters of Charlotte's Web and have answered questions
pertaining to making inferences and understanding the characters in the book. Children have
also started to write a character description of the main character Fern using a range of
descriptive language. For our Ancient Egyptian’s topic children have been analysing artefacts
and asking questions about secondary resources can tell us about the past and what we can
learn from analysing them.
Well done to you all and continue to learn, aim high and never give up!! Everyday is a new
beginning where you can always start again and with the help of others achieve so much.

Year 5
Welcome back to children and parents/ carers after the Easter Holidays. We hope you all
enjoyed your break and did lots of enjoyable things at home.The summer term is always a very
busy term and there is plenty going on. Please make sure you log in daily to google classroom
as this is our main way to communicate with you. Year 5 made a fantastic start to their Summer
Term. Well done everyone for working extremely hard on your research of the History of Ancient
Greece. We received some great investigations of their weapons and armour, excellent fact files
about Greek Gods, about their lifestyle. Some children spent a lot of time and effort to create a
3D maze which could confuse even a minotaur. It was hard to select only some examples for
our newsletter as all projects were fabulous.

Well done everyone for the time and effort you put in to complete the project!
In English we started a new book- Coraline by Neil Gaiman. It is an exciting, dark fantasy story,
and each week a few chapters will be released on google classroom on a video and script form.
We’ve experienced some technical difficulties uploading the videos this week but everything is
fixed now and everyone should be able to access the videos without any problems.

In Maths we revised our work on converting fraction into percentages and how to calculate
percentages of an amount. Next week we'll be learning about decimals, how to add and subtract
them and how to use them to relate units of measure.
Our Top Doodlers this week are:
EMERALD:
Jagveer with 99 stars for Maths and 193 stars for English!
Phoebe with 148 stars for Maths and 83 for English!
Jakub with 145 stars for Maths.
DIAMOND:
Veer with 724 stars for English
Vrishin with 82 stars for English
Priyoshka with 69 stars for Maths
Simranraj with 60 stars for Maths.
This week, the merits are:
Emerald - Anagha, Alex S, Jagveer and Jakub for a well written sequel to the King Midas
Greek Myth. It was well structured and included techniques to affect the reader and create clear
imagery by using emotive language and figurative language effectively. Well done! Ismaeel has
a merit for completing 28 books and their accompanying quizzes successfully! Well done!
Diamond - Veer for earning more than 724 doodle stars for English, Hamza, Tom and
Priyoshka for reading more than 10 books on BugClub over the Easter holidays- Well done and
keep it up !

Year 6
It has been great to see so many super Victorians projects handed in. We have really enjoyed
reading them. Lots of you had clearly done some significant research. We have been continuing
our work on ratio in maths - please remember you complete the work for your maths class. If
you have Mrs Neal for maths complete the work in her folder, if you have Miss Koundu complete
the work in her folder. Well done for completing the SPAG quiz, lots of you have retained all the
learning we completed in school. Already this week we have seen some super pictures of
children completing some Easter baking, which was this week's RE task. We know lots of you
also enjoyed completing your practical science experiment, exploring the link between your
outstretched arms and your height. It has been great reading your science reports and seeing
your results. Well done to all of you for working hard and remaining positive.

GoogleMeets - If you are having online meets with your friends to keep in contact and see
familiar faces, please remember to make your parents aware of these meetings. They must
know the time you are having the meeting and be able to see what you are doing.
Our top Doodlers this week are:
Coral
Doodle Maths - Selasi with 359 stars
Doodle English - Mahi with 72 stars
Doodle Spell - Selasi with 328 stars
Ruby
Doodle Maths - Vion with 190 stars
Doodle English - Vion with 67 stars
Doodle Spell - Vion with 99 stars
MERITS
Coral
Muhammed N - For his super Victorians project on telephones. He completed a very thorough
project and compared phones from the modern day with Victorian phones and included lots of
pictures.
Kian - For his super project on the Victorians. It was very well written and included lots of
comparisons between the rich and the poor in Victorian times.
Selasi - For his hard work on Doodle this week - he has scored the most stars in Doodle Maths
and Doodle English.
Arisha - For a well thought out Victorians project, including a high level of detail and great
pictures.
Harleen - For making her own Victorian toy as part of her Victorians project.
Naga - For her super science investigation.
Ruby
Vion - For her super work on Doodle this week and scoring the most stars in Doodle Maths,
Doodle English and Doodle Spell.
Haroon - For his super Victorians project and his creative use of ICT to present information.
Prarthana - For her excellent Victorians project. She wrote a super comparison between the
lives of rich and poor families in Victorian times.
Sophie - For her creative and informative Victorians project. She carefully researched and
selected key facts about a range of interesting topics.

Muhammed Iqbal - For his informative and creative Victorians project, explaining how lives
changed during the industrial revolution during the Victorian era.

Do you have a safe online learning environment?
The importance of a safe online environment is vital at this time and we would like to
encourage parents and carers to set age-appropriate parental controls on digital
devices and use internet filters to block malicious websites. These are usually free, but
often need to be turned on.
The Government has suggested using these resources to support parents and carers to
keep their children safe online:
·
·
·

·

·
·
·
·

Thinkuknow provides advice from the National Crime Agency (NCA) on staying
safe online
Parent info is a collaboration between Parentzone and the NCA providing support
and guidance for parents from leading experts and organisations
Childnet offers a toolkit to support parents and carers of children of any age to
start discussions about their online life, to set boundaries around online behaviour
and technology use, and to find out where to get more help and support
Internet matters provides age-specific online safety checklists, guides on how to
set parental controls on a range of devices, and a host of practical tips to help
children get the most out of their digital world
London Grid for Learning has support for parents and carers to keep their children
safe online, including tips to keep primary aged children safe online
Net-aware has support for parents and carers from the NSPCC, including a guide
to social networks, apps and games
Let’s Talk About It has advice for parents and carers to keep children safe from
online radicalisation
UK Safer Internet Centre has tips, advice, guides and other resources to help
keep children safe online, including parental controls offered by home internet
providers and safety tools on social networks and other online services

